SERIAL=LD1001000192  UDN=V00(9429)
CLASS=UNCLAS 3Z/PMU STV TAB/VIDEO HOSTV 291 905
UNCLAS 3Z/PMU STY TAB/VIDEO HOSTV 291 905
WARNING: FOUO -- DUE TO COPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS, THIS ITEM IS INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY U.S. GOVERNMENT CONSUMERS.
WARNING: A VIDEO TAPE OF THE NEWSCAST SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE FBIS TV CENTER. VIDEO TAPES MAY BE ORDERED DIRECTLY FROM FBIS BY CALLING THE FOLLOWING TOLL-FREE NUMBERS: 1-800-542-8660 AND IN VIRGINIA 1-800-822-5115 TAPES NOT ORDERED WITHIN 30 DAYS WILL BE ERASED.
SERIAL: LD1001000192
PASS: ATTN US!S MOSCOW
ATTN TV CENTER
COPY TO MOD (2), LIAISON (2)
COUNTRY: RUSSIA
SUBJ: TELEVISION PROGRAM SUMMARY 092100: MRT 92-010
SOURCE: MOSCOW RUSSIAN TELEVISION NETWORK IN RUSSIAN 2100 GMT 9 JAN 92
TEXT: //("VESTI" NEWSCAST PRESENTED BY A. GURNOV; RECEPTION GOOD;
FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM)
  1. (0026) EXPLOSION ON BOARD SHIP ENTERING BAKU PORT, INTERFAX REPORTS.
  2. (0047) YELTSIN TO GO TO UN MEETING. (COV)
  3. (0050) YELTSIN IN VOLGA REGION. VIDEO REPORT FROM ULYANOVSK SHOWING YELTSIN ARRIVING.
  4. (0152) REPORT OVER VIDEO: TATARSTAN COUP BEING PREPARED. (COV)
  5. (0205) FIRST KABARTINO-BALKARIA PRESIDENT SWORN IN TODAY.
  6. (0217) UZBEK MUIFTI REMOVED.
  7. (0222) SEVRASTOPOL MEETING AGAINST UKRAINIAN CONTROL OF BLACK SEA FLEET.
  8. (0246) BLACK SEA FLEET COMMANDER GONE TO KIEV FOR TALKS WITH KRAVCHUK.
  9. (0300) REPORT OVER VIDEO: KRAVCHUK AND FOKIN SPOKE TODAY ON ARMY.
 10. (0334) VIDEO REPORT: MEETING OF ARMY OFFICERS DEMANDING STOP TO BREAK UP OF ARMY. (PROC)
 11. (0419) UN SECURITY COUNCIL MEET TODAY ON YUGOSLAVIA. REPORT OVER VIDEO: YUGO UPDATE.
 12. (0449) VIDEO REPORT: EC DISCUSSING YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
 13. (0521) REPORT OVER VIDEO: PALESTINIAN GROUP LEFT FOR TALKS WITH ISRAEL; BUSH LEFT JAPAN.
 14. (0547) KOZYREV SPOKE WITH BAKER TODAY. (COV TASS)
 15. (0601) REPORT OVER VIDEO: BURBULIS ON FUTURE OF USSR FOREIGN MINISTRY. (PROC)
 16. (0633) REPORT OVER VIDEO: KGB COLONEL ANNOUNCED AT PRESS CONFERENCE THAT HE MET LEE HARVEY OSWALD TWO MONTHS BEFORE KENNEDY'S ASSASSINATION. (COV TASS)
 17. (0657) REPORT OVER VIDEO: LUZHKOVA MOSCOW GOVERNMENT RESIGNED. (COV)
18. (0709) SIGUA SAYS GOVERNMENT CONTROLS SITUATION IN GEORGIA. HOWEVER OPPOSITION UNDERTAKING ACTS OF CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE. (COV TASS)

19. (0744) COMMENTARY OVER VIDEO ON SITUATION IN GEORGIA PONDERING POSSIBLE FUTURE OF THE REPUBLIC.

20. (0829) SIGUA ANNOUNCED GAMSAKHURDIA MENTALLY ILL. (COV)

21. (0844) INTERVIEW WITH GAHSKHURDIA ON POSSIBLE TORTURE CHAMBER. (COV RUSTV 1800)

22. (0935) TAJIKISTAN PRICE LIBERALIZATION TO BEGIN 10 JANUARY. (COV)

23. (0940) CHAMPION DIVER DIED TODAY. (CV)

24. (0950) LITHUANIA FORBIDDING BRINGING OF RECRUITS OF FORMER SOVIET ARMY ONTO ITS TERRITORY.

25. (0954) KHASBULATOV GONE TO DACHA WITH HIS FAMILY BECAUSE ELECTRICS NOT WORKING IN HIS FLAT.

26. (1003) VIDEO REPORT: KHASBULATOV MET ENTREPRENEURS TODAY. (SEE AURM 1600)

27. (1050) 1.5 TONNES OF SALAMI DESTROYED IN KOMSOMOLSK-NA-AMUR BECAUSE NO-ONE IS BUYING IT.

28. (1056) INDIA IS TO SEND MORE AID TO RUSSIA.

29. (1128) VIDEO REPORT: ON EFFECTS OF PRICE LIBERALIZATION IN RUSSIA. SOME ARE MAKING LOTS OF MONEY AT EXPENSE OF OTHERS.

30. (1240) LETTER RECEIVED BY VESTI ON AID BEING RECEIVED IN HIS WORK PLACE FROM GERMANY WHICH HE IS ASHAMED TO GIVE TO HIS CHILDREN.

31. (1356) REPORT OVER VIDEO: KADET PARTY TODAY WENT INTO OPPOSITION, DISAGREEING WITH YELTSIN POLICIES.

32. (1508) VIDEO REPORT: INSTITUTE OF BUDDHISHT OPENED IN MOSCOW TODAY. (COV TASS)